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Nashville, Tennessee envelope posted to his sister, Arnette, who is 
beginning her married life as a farmer’s wife. 
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Saturday night 
 
Dear Arnie, 
 
I  hardly know what to write you, since you read all the mail I send home, 
but I felt I had to answer you so that you’ll know that your letters are being 
appreciated, very much so. 
 
Well, to start off with, Maneuvers are finally over with, after nine weeks in 
the open air.  I wonder how it will feel to get back to those “stuffy” barracks 
again.  (Who am I kidding).  and to once more sleep on a mattress and 
wake up in the morning and find a roof over my head, instead of a chicken, 
or a pig, or a cow, and to grope for my shoes and find they’re not stiff as a 
board.  And once again eat out of a piece of china, with not a bit of rust on 
it anywhere.  And to once again 
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wander down to the P.X. after retreat and guzzle a few short Pepsi’s.  I 
could go on like this indefinitely, but you get the general drift. 
 
The farmers down South are a hospitable lot, at least in the maneuver 
area.  I don’t think there’s a barn that hasn’t been slept in at some time or 
other by some weary soldier.  Some of the farmers make a regular 
business of feeding lost soldiers, while others won’t take a cent.  And when 
you just ask them for a bite to eat, they fix a whole meal for you.  Mostly 
every farmer has pigs, chickens, and sheep, even if only a couple of each.  
Those baby lambs & pigs are cute things to watch.  But you should know. 
 



Pardon that dirt smudge up above, but I dozed off & the clipboard fell on 
the ground.  I just stepped over to the kitchen next door & got some coffee.  
Maybe that’ll keep me awake. 
 
It’s great knowing I’m going to be an uncle.  Wonder if it’ll be a boy or a 
girl?  What do you want?  Well, I’ve got more letters to write. 
 
 
Best to everyone, 
 
Uncle Ben 
 
 
  
My name is ___________________________ 
 
 
I am _________________________________ 
  
 


